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About This Game

Dream Car Builder is a game where you can design your own car and race it. Designing the perfect frame and steering system
is no simple matter. If you are interested, and are up for the challenge, this game is for you!

Key Features

Car editor: Build your own cars.

Single player: Race on procedurally generated tracks.

Sandbox: Build cars without limitations.

100% realistic soft body physics:
Slow down the time. Build deformable cars.

User-generated content:
Create and share your vehicles, tracks and maps.

Attention: You can compete with your friends, see their cars, create tracks and setup conditions for each race. But you cannot
collide with the other players' cars. This is not a realtime multi-player game!
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Title: Dream Car Builder
Genre: Indie, Racing, Simulation
Developer:
RoKo0 (Roman Konyukhov)
Publisher:
RoKo0 (Roman Konyukhov)
Release Date: 21 Sep, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 (64 bit)

Processor: intel i3

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Geforce 720m, 1280 x 768

DirectX: Version 9.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,Russian,Polish,Turkish,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,German,Italian,Japanese,French
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The custom map "Highlands" is now available in Workshop!:
http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=853904881. Sliders are now available in the game!:

Hi, the v16.2016.12.13.0 ea update is now out! Check it, please.
Sliders have been added for frames, shocks, rods and wheels.

https://youtu.be/ksKIMpAS8wo. Update: v22.2017.08.22.0 ea:
- "Hotkeys (F2)" button in the editor. Update v25.2017.10.12.0 ea:
- The buttons "Load preset" and "Save preset" have been replaced by "Use these settings as default", "Reset the default settings",
"Apply the default settings to this part"
- The "Apply to existing parts" toggle in the "Choose default color" windows. Update v24.2017.09.23.0 ea:
- The friction coef. of wheels was increased to 1.15 for the maximum upgrade
- The frame's transmission toggle
- The minimum radius of the frame
- The minimum value of the shock's or rod's compress limit is now 0.1;
- Frames with midpoins now break and have the ultimate strength.
- The seat's lights activation key
- The new 3d object for the seat. Update v25.2017.11.12.1 ea:
- Ability to assign keyboard buttons for all actions of the race mode. (Section "Controls" in the settings menu)
- Ability to adjust the jet's thrust in the race mode
- New groups window (press SPACE in the editor).
- New toggle "Reduce the frames' radiuses when zooming in" in the settings window
- Ability to update published cars
- The weight of the car is now adjusted automatically to meet the track's restriction
- New opponent's 3d model in the single player
- New graphics settings: antialiasing and bloom;
- The section "FAQ" of the ingame tutorial has been updated. Update 30.2018.04.13.2 ea:
- The 8th map "Monticello Raceway" is now available in the game.
- Ability to set MPH speed unit (Settings -> Preferences)
- Show race toggles for all opponents in the published race window
- The number of a differential has been replaced with the text name.
- Now you can add midpoints on the seat and engines (you should select only two points first)
- All user races had been cleared in order not to support the old versions of the physics engine in the game.
- Bug fixes. The tank steering system is now available!:

The v16.2016.12.15.0 ea update is now out! Check it, please.
The tank steering system is now available!
(The ability to setup custom keys for the wheel's handbrake)
https://youtu.be/PZIyUOJ_nMk
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